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4 STAGIONI table lamp 80

AMANDA table lamp 79

ANGELINA chair 118

ARTDECO’ decorative panel 73

ARTE 1 pedestal 127

BEVERLY nightstand 164

BITTA side table 65

BOHEME WOOD mirror 70

BOSS armchair 42

BOSTON sofà 32

BUSINESS CLASS side table 91

CALIFORNIA drawer unit 165

CAROL floor lamp 84

CHAGALL armchair 44

CHARLOTTE armchair 38

CORINNE chair 116

CORVETTE casegood & tv unit 92

COURCHEVEL coffee table 56

DAFNE planter 122

DANTE desk 69

DARIUS coffee table 59

DOUBLE V dining table 114

DULCECHINA bench 46

GEORGE V sofa 30

GIORGIA armchair 41

GONG coffee table 88

GRACE WOOD SOFA sofa 20

IGNIS sconce 83

JOSEPHINE sofa 22

KUBRIK coffee table 60

LANTERNA floor lamp 86

LORENA table lamp 77

LUIS casegood 96

MADISON casegood 102

MAFALDA armchair 37

MAO console 73

MARISA table lamp 78

MASARYK chair 119

MESERO tray 124

MESERO PEQUEÑO tray 125

MONTMARTRE EASY casegood 98

MY CHESTER sofa 24

MY CHESTER TUFT sofa 26

NARCISO planter 123

NIRVANA barstool 121

PEOPLE chandelier 81

RICHARD desk 66

RITZ console 75

SAN FRANCISCO dining table 108

SAN FRANCISCO LAZY SUSAN dining table 112

SAN FRANCISCO side table 50

SLANG coffee & side table 52

STRAPP coffee & side table 62

TAO coffee & side table 48

TOKYO drawer unit 106

TRUMP closet 166

VICTORIA office armchair 161

YWKO candle holders 129

special guest

ALADINO candle holders 136

AMELIE table lamp 134

BAROCCO boiserie 149

BOSTON SENIOR corner sofa 136

BOUQUET BOIS side table 146

BOX WOOD 1 bed 163

BUTTERFLY table lamp 143

CHANEL bar unit 141

FILIPPO sofa 140

FRANCIS coffee & side table 136

FURIA cast brass sculpture 138

IL SAPERE bookrest 139

JUTA bookcase 130

LUME sconce 138

MADEMOISELLE chaindelier 162

MARTA mirror 138

MEDEA bookcase 146

ODETTE bench 162

PASCAL mirror 149

PIGALLE bookcase 139

RIGOLETTO mirror 147

RINO cast brass sculpture 135

SISTER floor lamp 143

STRENG headboard 162

SYRUS candle holders 139

TOM side table 138

TOSCA floor lamp 139

TRASPARENZE metal curtain 162

TULIPE LOW coffee table 147

TURANDOT metal curtain 130
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SOFAS

BOSTON 32
BOSTON SENIOR* 136
FILIPPO* 140
GEORGE V 30
GRACE WOOD SOFA 20
JOSEPHINE 22
MY CHESTER 24
MY CHESTER TUFT 26
 

ARMCHAIRS

BOSS 42
CHAGALL 44
CHARLOTTE 38
GIORGIA 41
MAFALDA 37

BENCHES

DULCECHINA 46
ODETTE* 162

COFFEE TABLE - SIDE TABLES

BITTA 65
BOUQUET BOIS* 146
BUSINESS CLASS 91
COURCHEVEL 56
DARIUS 59
FRANCIS* 136
GONG 88
KUBRIK 60
SAN FRANCISCO 50
SLANG 52
STRAPP 62
TAO 48
TOM* 138
TULIPE LOW* 147

CONSOLES & DESKS

DANTE desk 69
MAO console 73
RICHARD desk 66
RITZ console 75

MIRRORS

BOHEME WOOD 70
MARTA* 138
PASCAL* 149
RIGOLETTO* 147

TABLE LAMPS

4 STAGIONI 80
AMANDA 79
AMELIE* 134
BUTTERFLY* 143
LORENA 77
MARISA 78

CHANDELIERS

MADEMOISELLE* 162
PEOPLE 81

SCONCES

IGNIS 83
LUME* 138

FLOOR LAMPS

CAROL 84
LANTERNA 86
SISTER* 143
TOSCA* 139

CASEGOODS - BAR UNITS

BOOKCASES

CHANEL bar unit* 141
CORVETTE casegood & tv unit 92
JUTA bookcase* 130
LUIS casegood 96
MADISON casegood 102
MEDEA bookcase* 146
MONTMARTRE EASY casegood 98
PIGALLE bookcase* 139
TOKYO drawer unit 106

DINING TABLES

SAN FRANCISCO 108
SAN FRANCISCO LAZY SUSAN 112
DOUBLE V 114

CHAIRS - POUFS -BARSTOOLS

ANGELINA 118
CORINNE 116
MASARYK 119
NIRVANA barstool 121
VICTORIA office armchair 161

ACCESSORIES

ALADINO candle holders* 136
ARTDECO’ decorative panel 73
ARTE 1 pedestal 127
DAFNE planter 122
FURIA cast brass sculpture* 138
IL SAPERE bookrest* 139
MESERO tray 124
MESERO PEQUEÑO tray 125
NARCISO planter 123
RINO cast brass sculpture* 135
SYRUS candle holders* 139
TRASPARENZE metal curtain* 162
TURANDOT metal curtain* 130
YWKO candle holders 129

BEDS - CLOSETS - NIGHTSTANDS

BEVERLY nightstand 164
BOX WOOD 1 bed* 163
CALIFORNIA drawer unit 165
STRENG headboard* 162
TRUMP closet 166

BOISERIE

BAROCCO* 149

for category (*) special guest in the composition in alphabetical order
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Milan
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SHANGHAI

Structure in moka stained ashwood (FRM), 
backrest and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA),
upholstery in fabric cat. Lusso (G-Z-64)

76



GOLDEN BRIDGE Casegood

Structure in rosewood (P), 
glossy finish (upon request) 
details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), 
top inset Marble (optional)

YISHI Sconce

Structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), 
lampshade in amber glass color

98



OLYMPIA Chandelier

Structure in antique bronze (BA), 
perforated metal lampshade in antique bronze finish and opaline glass

LAS VEGAS Gaming table

Structure in natural american walnut (NC), top detail in black maple,
coasters in antique bronze - on brass (OBA). 

Optional: 
Set of Chess in brass w/removable tray 

Poker set w/removable tray
Checkers set w/removable tray

CLAIRE Armchair

Structure in dark stained walnut (NCS)
Details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

Upholstery in leather cat. P3 (L-MED-5)

Special I - Saloni 2018
Milan
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DULCECHINA sofa

Structure in cenere stained oak (RCE), 
details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), 
upholstery in fabric cat. Lusso (G-Z-47)

TAO coffee & side table

structure in cenere stained oak (RCE) 
and cast brass detail in antique bronze finish (BA)

PECHINO coffee & side table

Structure and top in rosso levanto marble (MRL)

SHENZEN side table (in the corner)

Structure in moka stained oak (RM), 
top inset in hammered antique bronze finish (BAM)

MARRIOTT wall mirror

Frame in dark stained walnut (NCS) and led light (optional)

Special I - Saloni 2018
Milan
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NORMA wall mirror

Frame in rose gold and bronze mirror

ISABELLA floor lamp

Structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)
and lampshade in raffia

TRASPARENZE metal curtain

Structure in polished black trasparenze finish,
curtain rail in black powder coated varnish

Special I - Saloni 2018
Milan
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Special I - Saloni 2018
Milan
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FILOMENA armchair

Upholstery in fabric cat. Lusso (G-Z-64)
Feet in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

TURANDOT metal curtain

Structure in brass turandot, 
curtain rail in black powder coated varnish

BATISTA side table

Structure in batista black - on cast aluminium (BN)

Special I - Saloni 2018
Milan
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GRACE WOOD SOFA

20 21



JOSEPHINE

22 23



MY CHESTER

24 25



MY CHESTER TUFT

26 27



29



GEORGE V

30 31



BOSTON

32 33





MAFALDA

37



CHARLOTTE

38



GIORGIA

41



BOSS

42



CHAGALL

44



DULCECHINA bench

LORENA table lamp

46 47



TAO coffee & side table

48 49



SAN FRANCISCO side table

50 51



SLANG

52 53



55



COURCHEVEL

56 57



DARIUS

58 59



KUBRIK

60 61



STRAPP

62 63



BITTA

64 65



RICHARD

66 67



DANTE

68 69



BOHEME WOOD

70 71



ARTDECO’ decorative panel

MAO console

72 73



RITZ

75



LORENA table lamp

76 77



MARISA AMANDA

7978



4 STAGIONI PEOPLE
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IGNIS

83



CAROL

84



LANTERNA

86



GONG

88



BUSINESS CLASS

91



CORVETTE

92 93



95



LUIS

96 97



MONTMARTRE EASY

98 99



100 101



MADISON

103102



104 105



TOKYO

106 107



SAN FRANCISCO dining table

109108
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SAN FRANCISCO LAZY SUSAN dining table

112 113



DOUBLE V

114



CORINNE

116



ANGELINA MASARYK

118 119



NIRVANA

121



DAFNE NARCISO

122 123



MESERO MESERO PEQUEÑO

124 125



ARTE 1

127



YWKO

128 129



details on pag. 172

130 131
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details on pag. 173

134 135



details on pag. 174
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details on pag. 175

138 139



details on pag. 176
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details on pag. 177
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details on pag. 178
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details on pag. 179
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details on pag. 180
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details on pag. 181

152 153
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details on pag. 182
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details on pag. 183
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VICTORIA

161



I - Saloni 2016
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details on pag. 184
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BEVERLY CALIFORNIA
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TRUMP

166 167
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LIVING ROOM 1 LIVING ROOM 2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

4 STAGIONI table lamp
structure in cast brass - hammered antique bronze finish (CASTBAM), lampshade in sandblasted and clear glass finish

GRACE WOOD SOFA sofa
structure in dark stained american walnut (NCS), upholstery in sand velvet (limited edition)
and pillows in fabric SA-AT-07 (upon request)

JUTA bookcase
shelves upholstery in natural jute, structure in rosewood (P) and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

KUBRIK coffee table
structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), top inset in emperador dark brown marble (MDB)
and lower shelf in bronze glass (VB) - size 90 cm
structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), top inset in special finish (limited edition) - size 42,5 cm
structure in matte black nickel (NNO) - special finish, top inset in nero marquina marble (MN) - size 42,5 cm

MAFALDA armchair
structure in dark stained american walnut (NCS), back detail in maple (A) and feet in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

NARCISO planter
structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA) and base in ebony (E)

SAN FRANCISCO side table
structure in grey larch (LG), feet and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA),
lower tray in hammered antique bronze (BAM)

TURANDOT metal curtain
structure in brown powder coated varnish and sandblasted glass

1

2

3

4 5

1

2

3

5

AMELIE table lamp
structure in antique brass (OA), lampshade in beige viscose and light screen in opaline plexyglass

CORVETTE tv-unit
structure in grey sukupira (SG), inside in maple (A), base in copper bellavista (RL) and top inset in marble pulpis (MPP)

JOSEPHINE sofa
base in moka stained ashwood (FRM), upholstery in fabric LC-CO-81, sitting cushion in fabric LC-IR-19,

4 back pillows in fabric LC-CO-50, 2 pillows 40 x 40 cm in fabric LC-AC-19,
2 pillows 40 x 40 cm in fabric LC-BO-4, 2 pillows 60 x 25 cm in fabric LC-IR-19,

2 pillows 40 x 20 cm in fabric LC-DU-197 (fabrics upon request)

SLANG coffee table
structure in copper bellavista (RL) and top in grey sukupira (SG)

RINO cast brass sculpture
cast brass sculpture in antique silver leaf finish

4
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LIVING ROOM 3 LIVING ROOM 4

1

2

3

4

MARISA table lamp
structure in antique bronze (BA) and lampshade in polyester (PL) col. B-12 white

ALADINO candle holders
structure in copper bellavista (RL)

BOSTON SENIOR corner sofa
upholstery in fabric cat. A (1004/6), feet in cast brass - hammered antique bronze finish (CASTBAM)
2 pillows 40 x 40 cm in fabric LC-BO-2,
2 pillows 40 x 40 cm in fabric LC-DU-154, 2 pillows 40 x 40 cm upholstery in fabric LC-IR-26,
2 pillows 40 x 20 cm in fabric LC-CA-2 (fabrics upon request)

FRANCIS coffee & side table
oval structure in bronze finish (VBRO) and top in ebony (E)
square structure in champagne finish (VC) and top in dark eucalyptus frisè (EFS)

1
2

3
4

4

1

2

3 4

5 6

7
8

9
10

11

12

13

14

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14

BITTA side table - structure in moka stained walnut (NCM), handle in black belting leather
and knob in polished black nickel (NNL) - special finish

CHARLOTTE armchair - structure in grey sukupira - glossy finish (SGL), upholstery in velvet MI-PA-3 (upon request),
pillow in fabric SA-AT-07 (upon request)

FURIA cast brass sculpture - cast brass sculpture in black patina (PN)

IL SAPERE bookrest - structure upholstery in belting leather col. caffè and chrome detail (CR)

LUME sconce - structure in antique bronze (BA) and lampshade in clear crystal (V)

MARTA mirror - frame in antique bronze - on cast brass (OBA)

MY CHESTER TUFT sofa - base in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), upholstery in leather (upon request)

PIGALLE bookcase - structure in moka stained oak (RM), handle and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

RINO cast brass sculpture - antique silver leaf (MAA)

STRAPP coffee table - base in special finish nero bellavista (NBV) structure in rosewood (P) - size 45 cm
base in antique bronze (upon request) - on brass (OBA) structure in dark stained walnut (NCS) - size 70 cm

SYRUS candle holder - structure in gold finish (upon request) and lampshade in sandblasted and clear glass

TOM side table - structure in matte black nickel (NNO) and top in dark stained walnut (NCS) with resin chessboard

TOSCA floor lamp - structure in cast brass - hammered antique bronze finish (CASTBAM) and lampshade in linen (LI)

RUG 02 - 80% viscose, 20% cotton color. R14
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LIVING ROOM 5 LIVING ROOM 6

1

2

3

1

2

3

FILIPPO sofa
upholstery in fabric GLM-PA-201 and kidney pillows in fabric (upon request)

SLANG coffee table
structure in antique bronze (BA) and top in dark stained walnut (NCS)

CHANEL bar unit
structure in american walnut (NC) and base in cast brass, hammered antique bronze finish (CASTBAM)

1

2

3

4

56

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

BOHEME WOOD mirror
frame in grey sukupira (SG), decorative details in antique brass (OA) and feet in moka stained ashwood (FRM)

BOSS armchair
structure in moka stained ashwood (FRM),

seat upholstery in fabric CA-CH-164 and kidney pillow in fabric DE-SO-1 (upon request)

BUTTERFLY table lamp
structure in antique bronze (BA) and lampshade in silk col. champagne (SE)

COURCHEVEL coffee table
structure in moka stained oak (RM) and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

GEORGE V sofa
base in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), seat cushion in fabric DE-SO-1,

arms in leather P1.19, back pillows in fabric CA-SA-23 and kidney pillows in fabric CA-CH-164 (upon request)

LUIS casegood
structure in grey sukupira (SG), antique bronze detail (BA), inner drawers unit in belting leather col. sand

inside in maple (A), inner shelf in bronze glass (VB) and led light with touch

SISTER floor lamp
structure in ebony - glossy (EL), feet details in antique bronze - on cast brass (BA) and lampshade in linen (LI)

RUG-01
80% viscose, 20% cotton, color. R1
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LIVING ROOM 7 LIVING ROOM 8

1 2

3

4

5
6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

GIORGIA armchair
upholstery in velvet cat. C (P-2035) and base in moka stained ashwood (FRM)

BOUQUET BOIS side table
top in extra clear glass and structure in cast brass - hammered matte nickel - special finish

TULIPE LOW coffee table
structure in hammered antique brass (OAM) and top in dark tanganika frisè - glossy (TKSL)

MY CHESTER sofa
base in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), upholstery in fabric GR-ZE-108 (upon request)

MEDEA bookcase
structure in moka stained oak (RM), inner back and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA) touch activated led 
light

RIGOLETTO mirror
frame upholstery in leather cat. P3 (B.01) with polished black nickel shelf (NNL)

LORENA table lamp
structure in moka stained beechwood (FM), base and details in brandy finish (VBRA), lampshade in organza

RUG-02
80% viscose, 20% cotton, color. R14

1

2

3

1

2

3

LUIS casegood
structure in moka stained american walnut (NCM), inside in maple (A), details in gold champagne finish  

(upon request), inner drawers unit in belting leather, inner shelf in bronze glass (VB) and touch activated led light

PASCAL mirror
structure in moka stained oak (RM), frame in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

bevelled clear and fumè mirror

BAROCCO boiserie
upholstery in fabric GLM-NL-3 (upon request)
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DINING ROOM 1 DINING ROOM 2

1

1

2

2

33

1 1

2

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

HIM bar unit
structure in special finish - rosewood (P), handles and base in antique brass (OA)

MASARYK chair
structure in moka stained beechwood (FM), optional: arms in antique bronze - on brass (OBA),
upholstery in leather PE-BR-CRETA (upon request)

DOUBLE V dining table
structure in dark stained walnut (NCS) and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

VELAS chandelier
structure in matte black nickel (NNO), lampshades in sandblasted and clear glass with led lights

RUG-02
80% viscose, 20% cotton, color. R1

ANGELINA chair
structure in moka stained oak (RM), feet in antique bronze - on brass (OBA),

upholstery in patterned fabric C-S-7276 and fabric C-Z-74 (upon request),
optional arms in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

DAFNE planter
structure in moka stained oak (RM) and inner pot in stainless steel

MESERO tray
structure in mahogany - glossy (MOL), removable tray with handles in hammered antique bronze (BAM),

details in caffè belting leather and antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

PEOPLE chandelier
structure in cast brass - hammered antique bronze (CASTBAM) and lampshade in sandblasted and clear glass

SAN FRANCISCO LAZY SUSAN dining table
structure in moka stained walnut (NCM) and feet details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

4

4

5
5
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1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

GLASGOW bookcase
structure in moka stained oak (RM), inner in maple (A)
and shelving support “X” in antique bronze (BA)

AMANDA table lamp
structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA) and touch activated led light

RICHARD desk
structure in nero bellavista (NBV) - top and drawer unit in ebony (E)

CHAGALL armchair
upholstery in grey velvet (limited edition), swivelling base in moka stained ashwood (FRM)
and seat back in belting leather col. sand

VICTORIA office armchair
swiveling armchair on wheels, upholstery in leather (limited edition) with studs,
base in ebonised beechwood – glossy (FEL) with synchro-tilt mechanism

NARCISO planter
structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA) and base in ebony (E)

4

5 6

OFFICE 1

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

ROSETTA floor lamp
structure in moka stained oak (RM), details in antique bronze (BA) and lampshade in white cotton (CO)

VICTORIA office armchair
swiveling armchair on wheels , upholstery in leather (limited edition) with studs, 

base in ebonised beechwood – glossy (FEL) with synchro-tilt mechanism

DANTE desk
structure in dark stained walnut (NCS), feet and handles in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

and top in belting leather (limited edition)

EIFFEL bookcase
shelves in moka stained oak (RM) and structure in antique bronze (BA)- limited edtion

OFFICE 2

4
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12

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

TRASPARENZE metal curtain
antique bronze finish (BA)

MADEMOISELLE chandelier
structure in antique bronze (BA) and lampshade in fumè glass (VF)

STRENG headboard
base in moka stained beechwood (FM), uphostery in fabric M-BV-8 (upon request)

BEVERLY nightstand
structure in smoke stained oak (RS) and feet in antique brass (OA)

BOX WOOD 1 bed
structure in smoke stained oak (RS) and detail in antique brass (OA)

ODETTE bench
upholstery in woven belting leather col. caffé, feet in moka stained ashwood (FRM)
and details in hammered antique bronze finish (BAM)

4

56

BEDROOM 1
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BOSTON sofa on pag. 32

upholstery in fabric L-GE-1, seat cushion in beige fabric,
kidney pillows upholstery in fabric (limited edition) and feet in cast brass,
hammered antique bronze finish (CASTBAM)

GEORGE V sofa on pag. 30

base in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), seat cushion in fabric DE-SO-1,
arms in leather P1.19, back pillows in fabric CA-SA-23 and kidney pillows in fabric CA-CH-164 
(upon request)

GRACE WOOD SOFA sofa on pag. 20

structure in dark stained american walnut (NCS), upholstery in sand velvet (limited edition)
and pillows in fabric SA-AT-07 (upon request)

JOSEPHINE sofa on pag. 22

base in moka stained ashwood (FRM), upholstery in fabric LC-CO-81, sitting cushion in fabric  
LC-IR-19,
4 back pillows in fabric LC-CO-50, 2 pillows 40 x 40 cm in fabric LC-AC-19,
2 pillows 40 x 40 cm in fabric LC-BO-4, 2 pillows 60 x 25 cm in fabric LC-IR-19,
2 pillows 40 x 20 cm in fabric LC-DU-197 (fabrics upon request)

MY CHESTER sofa on pag. 24

base in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), upholstery in fabric GR-ZE-108 (upon request)

MY CHESTER TUFT sofa on pag. 26

base in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), upholstery in leather (upon request)

BOSS armchair on pag. 42

structure in moka stained ashwood (FRM),
seat upholstery in fabric CA-CH-164 and kidney pillow in fabric DE-SO-1 (upon request)

CHAGALL armchair on pag. 44

upholstery in grey velvet (limited edition), swivelling base in american walnut (NC) - limited edition
and seat back in belting leather col. sand

CHARLOTTE armchair on pag. 38

structure in grey sukupira - glossy (SGL), upholstery in velvet MI-PA-3 (upon request),
pillow in fabric SA-AT-07 (upon request)

GIORGIA armchair on pag. 41

upholstery in velvet cat. C (P-2035) and base in moka stained ashwood (FRM)

MAFALDA armchair on pag. 37

structure in moka stained american walnut (NCM), back detail in maple (A)
and feet details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

seat in leather cat. P3 (N.10)
kidney pillow in fabric MI-PA-4 (upon request)

SOFAS description ARMCHAIRS description
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DULCECHINA bench on pag. 46

structure in moka stained oak (RM) and upholstery in fabric AF-TO-5004

BENCHES description

BITTA side table on pag. 65

structure in natural oak (RN), handle standard in black belting leather
and knob in polished gold

structure in grey stained oak (RG), handle in special finish red belting leather
and knob in special finish polished black nickel (NNL)

structure in moka stained walnut (NCM), handle in black belting leather
and knob in polished black nickel (NNL) - special finish

BUSINESS CLASS side table on pag. 91

structure in sherry stained ashwood (FRSH), handles MAN-17
and inner partitions in red belting leather with white stitching.

Lamp structure in antique bronze on brass (OBA), lampshade in polyester (PL) col. B-16 taupè
and light screen in opaline plexyglass

COURCHEVEL coffee table on pag. 56

structure in moka stained oak (RM) and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

DARIUS coffee table on pag. 59

structure in bronze finish - on cast aluminium
and top inset in hammered antique bronze (BAM)

GONG coffee table on pag. 88

structure in moka stained oak (RM) and details in copper bellavista (RL)

KUBRIK coffee table on pag. 60

structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), top inset in emperador dark brown marble (MDB)
and lower shelf in bronze glass (VB) - size 90 x 90 cm

structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), top inset in emperador dark brown marble (MDB)
and lower shelf in bronze glass (VB) - size 90 x 42,5 cm

structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA),
top inset in special finish (limited edition) or nero marquina marble (MN) - size 42,5 x 42,5 cm

SAN FRANCISCO side table on pag. 50

structure in grey larch (LG), feet and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA),
lower tray in hammered antique bronze (BAM)

SLANG coffee & side table on pag. 52

structure in copper bellavista (RL) and top in grey sukupira (SG)

COFFEE TABLES & SIDE TABLES description
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SLANG side table on pag. 55

structure in antique bronze with top in moka stained oak (RM)

STRAPP coffee & side table on pag. 62

base in copper bellavista (RL) structure in grey sukupira (SG) - size 45 cm
base in antique bronze (upon request) - on brass (OBA) structure in ebony (E) - size 45 cm
base in antique bronze (BA) structure in rosewood (P) - size 45 cm

TAO coffee & side table on pag. 48

structure in cenere stained oak (RCE) and cast brass detail in antique bronze finish (BA)

DANTE desk on pag. 69

structure in dark stained walnut (NCS), feet and handles in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)
and top in belting leather (limited edition)

MAO console on pag. 73

structure in moka stained oak (RM) top inset in wicker
base in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

RICHARD desk on pag. 66

structure in nero bellavista (NBV) - top and drawer unit in ebony (E)

RITZ console on pag. 75

structure in moka stained walnut (NCM),
top in white onyx and feet in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

COFFEE TABLES & SIDE TABLES description CONSOLES & DESKS description
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BOHEME WOOD mirror on pag. 70

frame in grey sukupira (SG), decorative details in antique brass (OA) and feet in moka stained 
ashwood (FRM)

4 STAGIONI table lamp on pag. 80

structure in cast brass - hammered antique bronze finish (CASTBAM),
lampshade in sandblasted and clear glass finish

AMANDA table lamp on pag. 79

structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA) and touch activated led light

LORENA table lamp on pag. 77

structure in moka stained beechwood (FM), base and details in brandy finish (VBRA),  
lampshade in organza

MARISA table lamp on pag. 78

structure in antique bronze (BA) and lampshade in polyester (PL) col. B-12 white

MIRRORS description TABLE LAMPS description
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PEOPLE chandelier on pag. 81

structure in cast brass - hammered antique bronze (CASTBAM) and lampshade in sandblasted  
and clear glass

IGNIS sconce on pag. 83

structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA), lampshade in sandblasted glass

CAROL floor lamp on pag. 84

structure in cast brass - hammered antique bronze finish (CASTBAM), lampshade in linen (LI)
and tray inset in belting leather col. Caffè – beige stitching

LANTERNA floor lamp on pag. 86

structure in antique bronze (BA), lampshade in sandblasted and clear glass

CHANDELIERS & SCONCES description FLOOR LAMPS description
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CORVETTE casegood & tv unit on pag. 92

structure in grey sukupira (SG), inside in maple (A), base in copper bellavista (RL) and top inset in 
marble pulpis (MPP)

LUIS casegood on pag. 96

structure in grey sukupira (SG), antique bronze detail (BA), inner drawers unit in belting leather  
col. sand, inside in maple (A), inner shelf in bronze glass (VB) and led light with touch

MADISON casegood on pag. 102

structure in grey stained oak (RG), inner finish in maple (A)
feet and handles in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

MONTMARTRE EASY casegood on pag. 98

structure in sherry stained ashwood (FRSH), inner finish in maple (A),
base in antique bronze (BA) and handles in antique bronze - on cast brass (OBA)
inner shelf in bronzed glass (VB)

TOKYO drawer unit on pag. 106

structure in dark stained walnut (NCS), inner finish in natural ashwood (FRN)
feet in antique bronze (BA)

CASEGOODS description

SAN FRANCISCO dining table on pag. 108

structure in cenere stained oak (RCE), feet and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

SAN FRANCISCO dining table with lazy susan on pag. 112

structure in moka stained walnut (NCM) and feet details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

DOUBLE V dining table on pag. 114

structure in dark stained walnut (NCS) and details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

DINING TABLES description
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ANGELINA chair on pag. 118

structure in moka stained oak (RM), feet in antique bronze - on brass (OBA),
upholstery in patterned fabric C-S-7276 and fabric C-Z-74 (upon request),
optional arms in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

CORINNE chair on pag. 116

base in dull champagne (DC), upholstery in patterned fabric L-SB-9 and fabric L-BR-7  
(upon request)

MASARYK chair on pag. 119

structure in moka stained beechwood (FM), optional: arms in antique bronze - on brass (OBA),
upholstery in leather PE-BR-CRETA (upon request)

NIRVANA barstool on pag. 121

structure in grey metallic varnish (limited edition) and seat upholstery in leather P3 (N.13)

VICTORIA office armchair on pag. 161

swiveling armchair on wheels, upholstery in leather (limited edition) with studs,
base in ebonised beechwood – glossy (FEL) with synchro-tilt mechanism

CHAIRS, POUFS & BARSTOOLS description

ARTDECO’ decorative panel on pag. 73

panel in matte white lacquered wood (RAL 1013) - details in antique bronze - on brass (OBA)
frame in moka stained oak (RM)

ARTE 1 pedestal on pag. 127

structure in striato grey marble (MGS) and base in antique bronze - on cast brass (OBA)

DAFNE planter on pag. 122

structure in moka stained oak (RM) and inner pot in stainless steel

MESERO tray on pag. 124

structure in mahogany - glossy (MOL), removable tray with handles in hammered antique bronze 
(BAM), details in caffè belting leather and antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

MESERO PEQUENO tray on pag. 125

structure in mahogany - glossy (MOL), removable tray with handles in hammered antique bronze 
(BAM), details in caffè belting leather and antique bronze - on brass (OBA)

NARCISO planter on pag. 123

structure in antique bronze - on brass (OBA) and base in ebony (E)

YWKO candle holders pag. 129

structure in cast brass - hammered antique bronze finish (CASTBAM), lampshade in sandblasted 
and clear glass

ACCESSORIES description
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BEVERLY night stands on pag. 164

structure in grey sukupira (SG) and feet in antique bronze (BA)

CALIFORNIA drawer unit on pag. 165

structure in grey stained oak (RG)
base and handles MAN-02 in antique bronze (BA)

TRUMP closet on pag. 166

structure in dark stained walnut (NCS)
Base, handles (MAN-11) and inner details in ancient brass (OA)
Drawers unit and shelf wrapped in fabric cat. A (307/42/43)
tray top and doors details wrapped in belting leather col. caffè
details in clear glass (V) motion activated led light

NIGHT STANDS & CLOSETS description
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Over 30 years of making furniture with passion

The Bellavista Collection was born from the passion and craftsman-
ship of brothers Attilio and Fabrizio Zanni, whose mother company, 
Casa Zeta, has been manufacturing handcrafted, highend turnkey 
interior pieces from its workshops in Italy since 1984.
Offering a bespoke approach to interior solutions, the Bellavista Col-
lection offers only the finest materials, all hand-made in a unique 
and original way. 

Ever pushing the boundaries of the industry, the Zanni brothers aim 
to combine the skills and experience developed in over 30 years of 
custom made production as Casa Zeta, with their passion for the 
arts, beauty, exquisite detailing and their devotion to supreme crafts-
manship. “I would imagine Bellavista pieces in the antique trade of 
the future. The value will always be there for someone able to catch 
it,” says Attilio Zanni, “Bellavista is our rare pearl for the nichemar-
ket.”

First trialed at Salone del Mobile Milano in 2004, Attilio and Fabrizio 
immediately received recognition for their works, and returned in 
2010 with their first official Bellavista collection. 
Inspired by the aesthetic lines of the past, and drawing upon the 
beauty of Italy’s rich architecture, the pieces assume a vibrant, strong 
cosmopolitan look, combined with a contemporary air. Bellavista is 
dedicated to the use of the finest materials from across the globe, 
focusing heavily on the use of raw materials to handcraft the finest 
interior pieces, to every client’s wishes.
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